
Secondary Persona Mari

Age: 34

Occupation: Preschool teacher

Tech Skills: Above average

Education: Bachelor’s degree and
teacher qualification, started this year
master’s program
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Mari is full time preschool teacher in a small private school in Tallinn. She lives in city center in a her
own flat. She is not married nor has children yet.  She evaluates highly her family but as she is also
one of the co-founders of this school, it is the most important mission she has in life. The pupils are
like her own children and she is always looking for fun, creative and engaging teaching methods and
tools.

She currently acquires master’s degree in Educational Technology and is interested in new tools and
techniques.

She has driving licenses but as she lives near to her work, she does not own a car and uses public
transport or bicycle instead.

Goals:

Relearn traffic signs: “As it is long time from my driving school and I have only few times driven a
car, I find it very important to remember traffic signs time to time, even if I´m mainly a pedestrian or
cyclist, occasionally I have to drive a car and I find that all parties involved in traffic must know the
signs, not only drivers.”

Learn new teaching tool: “I want to get familiar with the app as I´ll have traffic day planned with my
students next semester and I´m always interested in new and fun teaching methods. My pupils know I
have innovative way of teaching and they´re looking forward to have great traffic learning day.”

Use interactive teaching methods: “I want to use different interactive tools for teaching my pupils,
to keep them engaged and interested. As all my pupils do have phones, it would be great to learn signs
when we have traffic day outside the classroom. So we can see the signs in real life and at the same
time look, what it means and have lively discussion.”


